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1 SDP Memo Disclaimer 

The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research done by 

members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the SDP design or SDP 

process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not the whole of the SDP.  
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3 Introduction 

This memo was written to address OARs SDPCDR-353 and SDPCDR-241. 

It contains details of our Dask prototyping, focussing particularly on our efforts at scaling. First, we 

walk through some of our early efforts with Dask, where we elucidated some generally useful scaling 

approaches. These attempts also show of the issues with learning and scaling a new framework. We 

also compare Dask workflows with an MPI implementation, to see whether issues are intrinsic to 

Dask or more general. We note that many issues are not specific to Dask, and thus, provided 

performance is acceptable, decisions about which EF to use are likely to be made based on other 

factors.  

Finally, we present some suggestions for future work.  
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5 General context 

While SIP tested running Dask in Docker containers [RD01], the majority of our Dask performance 

tests have been on CSD3, (or its predecessor, Darwin) which is not currently well-suited for running 

containers. Our performance results thus may not be representative for containerised solutions; it is 

of course possible that SDP pipelines will need to run bare-metal, either for performance reasons or 

because the Execution Framework does not support it. However, OpenStack can support this mode 

of working. 

Most of the contents of this memo were first described in SDP Confluence, primarily by Tim 

Cornwell, Montse Farreras, and Vlad Stolyarov.  

References to scripts in this document are all to ARL scripts of SDP workflows, available from [RD02]. 

Note that the scripts are rapidly evolving, as they are modified to improve their performance or 

scaling characteristics. For older tests, we note the approximate dates they were carried out.  

 

 

6 Test Parameters 

6.1 Machines used 

Darwin: The Darwin III System in use in 2017 had 600 nodes which each contained 16Intel 

Sandybridge cores and 64GB of RAM[RD06].  

Much of our testing from 2018 onwards was done on P3-ALaSKA or Peta4 (usually referred to in this 

document as CSD3). 

 

P3-Alaska is described in [RD05]. It has 100G Infiniband between nodes, and 25G Ethernet between 

nodes and storage. Its compute nodes have 2 x Intel Xeon E5, 16cores per processor, 128GB RAM, 

and the  highmem application nodes have the same processor spec, but with 512GB RAM. There are 

also GPU nodes, but the ARL does not currently contain GPU code, so we haven’t tested with those. 

 

CSD3 Peta4: this has 1152 shared nodes available - we usually test with around 30 nodes. Each node 

has 2 x 16-core Intel Xeon Skylake processors, 192GB RAM (with some highmem nodes with 384GB), 

Single Rail Intel OPA 100GBs [RD07]. This machine similarly has GPU nodes available, but not used by 

us. 

We also tested on personal computers; these specs are listed for the relevant tests. This was rapidly 

phased out, as the scale soon exceeded the capacity of those machines. We note that this is still an 

important preliminary step for testing the parallelisation of workflows, before burning core hours on 

supercomputers.  

 

6.2 Workflows 

The workflows tested include Invert, Predict, ICAL, and continuum imagining. For some tests of 

wide-field imaging, w-stacking was included. Descriptions of the steps involved in those workflows 

can be found in the Workflows views in RD03.  

Note that ICAL contains strong synchronisation points where calibration solutions must be shared 

with all workers. W-stacking can become extremely memory hungry. 
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7 Initial tests 

Performed around September 2017, by Tim Cornwell. The aim was to explore Dask as a 

Python-based Execution Framework, to see whether it warranted further investigation.  

Tests were performed on the following machines:  

● Tim-MBP: TJC's laptop: 4 cores/16GB 

● Sheldon: TJC's desktop: 8 cores/128GB 

● Darwin: n nodes each of 8 cores/64GB 

The script was stored in examples/performance/pipelines-timings.py and it allows running of a 

standard set of calculations: Predict, Invert, ICAL.  

 

Initially, we found an issue with Dask workers disappearing, which is now fixed. We found that the 

optimum task size is >=1s. (This is more generally applicable - larger task sizes mean that the worker 

is operating on the same piece of data multiple times, and thus avoids some of the overheads of 

moving large amounts of data around.) Once we had explored basic worker scaling, we started 

examining scaling of image sizes.  This was testing with a simple Invert workflow.  

 

 
Figure 1: 4096 pixels per side of image, Invert workflow. 

 

We can see that 4096 pixels per side rather than 2048 means that data starts spilling to disk. 

Compare this to Figure 2. This shows slightly better overall speed, as this data management 

overhead is reduced.  
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Figure 2: scaling for Invert, 2048 pixels per side 

 

Although efficiency drops for larger images, overall throughput can still be higher: 

 
Figure 3: overall throughput for Invert. 
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Figure 4: Efficiency of invert for various image sizes. The efficiency is scaled to the 1 node, 1 worker efficiency 

for that npixel (number of pixels per side of the image).  

 

These tests were primarily performed on personal computers. Tests on Darwin show high variability, 

possibly due to system sharing. We note that once the initial problems of losing workers at larger 

scale was resolved, we are starting to see memory issues (in this case, spilling data to disk). This is 

not very surprising: data volumes and image sizes for the SKA are very large, and the Execution 

Framework report notes that memory issues were challenging for the Apache Spark framework as 

well [RD04]. 

 

7.1 Bags v delayed v Arrays 

To address the Dask memory issues, we investigated different ways of using Dask. One of us (TC) 

investigated the performance of Dask bags, rather than dask.delayed, which we had used hitherto. 

He found that the bag graphs are smaller and seem to manage memory better, thus increasing the 

maximum size of image that we can handle. The graph node naming gets considerably more complex 

and harder to interpret, though.  
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Figure 5: dask.bag vs dask.delayed (TRUE == using dask.bag) 

 

The graph size is dramatically different: in the above example, there are 200 tasks for bags, 4200 for 

delayed. 

 

TC therefore noted that we have two regimes - calculation of results and reduction of results. The 

calculation part seems to scale nicely (as we saw from the early tests in Figures 1-4). The reduction is 

where we are losing efficiency. We have some choice in the imaging algorithms as to how much 

processing we do before a reduction. For example both timeslice+wprojection and 

wstack+wprojection can be tuned to reduce the reduction at the expense of more flops.  

 

Hence, TC replaced a two level reduction in the dask.delayed code of pseudo-invert by a binary tree 

reduction. This helped a lot in reducing the memory used and reducing the bandwidth. The bag 

graphs already seem to do a good job in controlling memory. 

These illustrate a general observation that the bag graphs tend to make better use of resources. 

The run times for this case were: 

●   Bag: 65s 

●   Delayed with flat summation: 182s 

●   Delayed with binary reduction: 77s 

 

However, bags turned out to be an evolutionary dead end. TC commented:  
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“I find dask.bag not entirely obvious in what it accepts and what it doesn't. Use requires                

meta-data availability. I successfully used wrappers but this incurs another layer of            

complexity. 

1. The graph is obviously not a primary construct since the bags have to be reified as                

bag definition proceeds. 

2. The granularity for bags is coarser than for delayed. 

3. The above concerns mean that debugging is more difficult than for delayed.” 

 

 

However, we continued using Dask instead of e.g. MPI, as this pays off because of the quick 

desynchronisation of the processing. The ingests all occur in parallel but soon after that we see the 

effect of the different run times for w stacking/w projection at different values of w. 

 

However, while Bags showed better scaling, other considerations mean that we have not pursued 

them further. 
 

7.1.1 Arrays 

TC and VA have found that Dask Arrays also have a very limited interface and hence have metadata 

management issues, and that delayed is thus the most promising way to manage custom workflows, 

unless you can exert very close control over the processing component interface (if processing 

components solely act on arrays, it’s fine). We have not investigated combining dask.array with 

dask.delayed. However, the fact that this programming paradigm is not mentioned in the Dask 

tutorial or documentation may indicate that this is not a particularly sensible approach.  

7.2 Hyperthreading 

As part of our scaling investigations, in 2018, VS investigated the use of hyperthreading via virtual 

cores. The results in Table 1 and Figure 6 show that hyperthreading gains us nothing (probably 

because of memory contention). Accordingly, we have ceased work on hyperthreaded solutions.  

 

Number of cores per node  

 1 2 4 8 16 32 

(no HT) 

64 

(logical cores) 

1 node 3640 1932 1146 707 485 442 449 

2 nodes 2067 1201 702 491 422 390 392 

3 nodes 1410 878 555 432 390 382 398 

4 nodes 1144 691 495 398 388 387 386 

Table 1: execution wall clock times (in seconds) of the test script, showing the effect of increasing cores/node, 

including with hyperthreading.  
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Figure 6: Plot of data in Table 1 

 

8 Dask Stress tests 

 

From midway through 2018,  TC has been looking into the behaviour of Dask under the stress of 

many workers (typically 256) with short tasks (about 1 second). Matt Rocklin has noted that the 

scheduler slows down at about 256 workers. The CSD3 Skylake machine allows testing at this scale. 

The test script is in workflows/scripts/pipelines/performance/pipelines-timings. It makes a number 

of BlockVisibility's and runs predict, corrupt, invert, and ICAL. The timings are output in a csv file. A 

typical configuration for ICAL has about 78000 tasks and runs in 500 s with 256 workers. In this 

configuration, which we call “deep dask”, a single invert or predict (for a single w plane) take less 

than 1s. This is when running the predict and invert stages (including those in ICAL) using Dask. It is 
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possible to run these workflows in serial mode, called “shallow dask”, in which case there are 

roughly 5000 tasks, and a single invert or predict , now over all w planes, takes about 200s. 

In deep dask mode, the computation fails often, with Dask errors for: 

● Too many files open  1

● Event loop was unresponsive in Worker 

● High garbage collection load 

In these cases, the run often fails to conclude properly. Deep Dask is a mode to be avoided. 

Deep dask opens parallelism at different levels (nested parallelism), resulting in smaller tasks and 

increasing not only the number of tasks but also the complexity of the graph. Shallow dask opens 

parallelism at the outermost level resulting in coarser task granularity (longer to process per task) 

and the graph is simpler, and as a consequence, the load on the scheduler is much lower. These runs 

do not fail, though we do still see event loop and garbage collection notifications. 

 

From this exploration, we found that ideally a graph node (i.e. a task) would take longer than 1s and 

less than 100s to run, thus placing an upper bound on ideal task size.  

 

From late 2018 to early 2019, we have run larger scale tests, documented below. The default 

configuration for our early tests set rmax to 300,  giving a 512x512 pixel image. More recently, we 2

have worked with rmax = 600 (1024x1024 pixels) and rmax = 1200 (2048x2048 pixels). We have also 

explored a range of numbers of frequency channels (nfreq or nfreqwin). The usual number of 

timeslices used is 7. 
 

   

1 This can be fixed by altering some Linux options 
2 rmax is a parameter determining the distance of an antenna (or station) from the array centre, measured in 
metres. This is then used to determine the size of the field of view, and hence the image size in pixels. 
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8.1 Invert 

This section gives metrics on Dask tests of the Invert workflow at various scales.  

 
Figure 7: 1024 pixels per side, worker numbers from 16 to 256. 

 

We see that increasing the number of workers does lead to improved run times, especially as we 

increase the number of frequency channels. Note that we do not test all numbers of workers with all 

numbers of frequency channels - small numbers of workers are guaranteed to take a long time to 

complete, so we do not test with very large numbers of frequency channels. With small numbers of 

frequency channels, larger numbers of workers mean that workers will stand idle. Since HPC core 

hours are fairly scarce, and running with those parameters would not acquire sufficient additional 

information, we thus don’t test all parameter combinations.  
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Figure 8: Same data as Figure 7, plotted to show the number of workers as the x axis. 

 

There are thus points at which we do not see much gain in efficiency per node by adding more 

workers, but where we do still see overall speedups in runtime. This suggests that we want to pay 

attention to the inflection points in these graphs, and see whether we can break up the problem to 

hit those points where the efficiency per worker is greatest.  
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Figure 9: As for Figure 7, but now using 2048 x2048 pixel images.  

 

Again, we see increased throughput with more workers.  
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Figure 10: As Figure 9, but looking at scaling by number of workers.  

 

Again, we see that the time improvements flatten out with more workers - we can still get more 

throughput, but, for overall cluster efficiency, we may want to run more graphs with fewer workers, 

rather than larger graphs with more workers. This does then lead to different communication 

overheads and more potential synchronisation points, when the output of different graphs is 

combined. This is basically illustrating that there needs to be a good deal of careful tuning of 

workflows at SDP scale once we have those workflows running at all, in order to make best use of 

the cluster resources we will have available.  
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8.1.1 With W-stacking 

TC also ran tests using w-stacking. The following plots show that the scaling relationship still holds.  

 
Figure 11: Invert workflow with 1024 x 1024 pixel image size. 

 
Figure 12: As Figure 11, but plotting the number of workers.  
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Figure 13: As Figure 11, but with 2048x2048 pixel images. 

 
Figure 14: As Figure 13, but plotting the number of workers.  
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8.2 ICAL 

The ICAL plots shown below also show similar scaling properties. This is promising, as ICAL is a very 

demanding workflow with synchronisation points, so to see linear-type scaling is very nice. However, 

note that the ICAL workflow takes a long time to run - roughly an order of magnitude longer than the 

Invert workflow.  

 
Figure 15: ICAL workflow, 1024x1024 pixel images.  

 
Figure 16: As Figure 15, but plotting worker numbers.  
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Figure 17: ICAL, with 2048X2048 pixel images. 

 

Note that ICAL is handling larger images pretty well - we are still seeing good scaling.  

 
Figure 18: As Figure 17, but plotting the number of workers.  
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8.2.1 With W-stacking 

When running these tests with w-stacking, we still see good scaling. While we’re not working at full 

SKA scale, this is at least evidence that we should continue with Dask. We’re not yet seeing 

show-stopping issues.  

 
Figure 19: ICAL with w-stacking, 1024x1024 pixel images, plotting number of workers. 

 

Figure 20: As figure 19, but with 2048x2048 pixel images.   
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8.3 Dask multi-node scaling 

 
Figure 21: Bokeh output from CSD3 ICAL run 

 

The above shows a typical run with rmax=600m, so npixel=1024. There are 256 workers and 256 

frequency windows, running 16 frequency windows per CSD3 node. 

● The various steps up to the ICAL setup have been isolated by emptying the cluster before 

each step so that we can see the actual cost. 

● Creation of BlockVisibility per frequency window (leftmost yellow line): scales well 

● Conversion to BlockVisibility to Visibility (purple line): scales well 

● Weighting: lots of memory movement, and a large reduction across all frequency windows 

to get one overall grid of weights 

● Create sky model: scales very well with number of frequency windows 

● Predict of sky model uses the serial predict: scales very well with number of frequency 

windows 

● Invert to make images: scales very well with number of frequency windows 

● Corrupt: Seems to be constant cost! 

● ICAL setup requires predict, self calibrate, invert: lots of data movement. The calibration is 

global and produces a single gaintable which is cheap to distribute. 

● Iterate 

● Invert includes application of gaintable.  

● Clean includes the gather of images (single red bar) and then deconvolution. 

● Predict requires transmission of the model for each frequency window. The ragged 

line for predict probably is due to this large data movement. 

● Selfcal is a gather of the predicted visibilities and a quick solution for the gain table 

● Back to Invert step above. 

● Restore: convolve each model and add residuals 

Clearly the ICAL steps are substantially serial and so, as is, we cannot expect to see much scaling with 

number of workers.  
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The above example was made using a single thread of each of the 256 processes. We can also run 16 

threads on each of 16 processes. This should improve the sharing of data within a node. The 

following image (figure 22) shows the diagnostics for this example. 

● The processing takes roughly twice as long as before. 

● Some functions take much longer: create visibility, corrupt visibility, and apply the gain 

tables. 

● The predict after cleaning show much less jitter. 

 

 
Figure 22: Refactored ICAL run on CSD3 

 

8.4 MPI tests 

 

MPI tests were performed with the primary goal of comparison with Dask. We would like to know 

where we stand in terms of performance and more importantly we need to learn whether the 

limitations or difficulties we encounter are due to the particular execution framework or are in fact 

more general due to the complexity of the pipelines we need to parallelise. 

 

MPI is not an execution framework as such, but rather a Communication Library. That means that 

the programmer needs to manually: (i) choose task granularity (ii) schedule the tasks (iii) distribute 

the data needed to run the tasks. Moreover, the programmer can also choose the parallelisation 

paradigm that they want to implement. We could implement a task-oriented execution framework 

on top but that would be a lot of work and would not give us the information we want. The typical 

paradigms used in MPI programming are: (i)SPMD - Single Program Multiple Data paradigm or (ii) 

master-worker paradigm. For simplicity we have so far implemented the master-worker paradigm. In 

this approach the master always holds the data and every time we need to open parallelism data 

needs to be moved to the workers appropriately and results need to be collected at task completion. 
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Task granularity: we (MF) have implemented two versions, one that follows Shallow Dask: we open 

parallelism at the outermost level (by frequency window); and another version that opens 

parallelism at the inner level (nested parallelism is not easily supported by MPI), similar to deep dask 

with only the inner level of parallelism.  

 

The code used for the tests follows a notebook that goes through predict, invert, continuum imaging 

and ICAL. Code can be found in workflows/mpi/imaging-pipelines-mpi.py. 

 

 

The following figures show scalability tests of the equivalent dask-deep version (small task 

granularity). rmax=300, and the number of frequencies is increased from 71 to 407 as shown in 

figures.  

 
Figure 23: 512x512 pixel image, predict workflow, 16 processes per node. 
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Figure 24: ICAL workflow, 512x512 pixel image. 

 

Note that we can run graphs with 407 frequency channels.  

 
Figure 25: Invert workflow, 512x512 pixel images, 16 processes per node. 

Again, we can run with more frequency channels with MPI, but it does not have good scalability with 

this granularity. 
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Figure 26: Continuum imaging workflow, 512x512 pixels. 

 

We  learnt from these runs that application does not scale with this small task granularity. 

The analysis with Paraver revealed a lot of small communication which has an overhead which was 

not enough to pay off for the small task granularity. 

 

We next experiment with bigger task granularity (equivalent to dask-shallow). We run the same 

program with different number of frequency windows and also with different number of processes 

per node (ppn). 

For Figures 27-31, the x axis shows the number of nodes, and the dotted lines are runs with 32 

processes per node while the dashed lines are 16 processes per node, which means less resources 

but more memory available per process. 
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Figure 27: Predict workflow, showing performance of shallow mode with different number of frequency 

channels and workers per node.  

 

Figure 28: As figure 27, for the Invert workflow 
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Figure 29: As for Figure 27, for the Continuum Imaging Workflow 

 

 

Figure 30: As for figure 27, for the ICAL workflow. 

 

The first thing to notice is that scalability has improved substantially compared with the previous 

version with small task granularity.  

Typical execution times for predict are 67s with small task granularity and 30s for the parallelisation 

by frequency. For Invert it drops from 42s to 16s. 

In these experiments we can see that the scalability is slightly worse with 32 ppn when less memory 

is per process is available (see run with 407 frequency channels) but it doesn’t impact as much as 

with the small granularity . 
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Also we notice two scenarios (203 and 41 frequency channels) where the dotted and dashed lines 

are crossing. In these scenarios what happens is that there is not enough work for the 32ppn 

scenario. This is creating a very big load imbalance between the nodes, as work allocation is static. 

 

We also tried to run the Dask tests at 401 frequency channels, and found very poor performance for 

Dask at this scale. See the following section, which has direct tests.  

8.5 MPI v Dask 

The following graphs look at the ICAL workflow, looking at Dask and MPI performance. 

 
Figure 31: ICAL MPI 16 processes/node and coarse task granularity (at nfreqwin level, equivalent to dask 

shallow). It shows good scalability.  
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Figure 32: ICAL MPI 32 processes/node.  

 

Slightly worse scalability that we attribute to memory, with 32 processes/node there is less memory 

per process available. For 203 frequency channels we see is that there is not enough work for all 

processes causing big load imbalances between the nodes.  
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Figure 33: ICAL Dask performance. 

 

We see that ICAL Dask does not complete for >101 frequencies. MPI version shows better scalability 

and better performance by two orders or magnitude. 

Dask shown here is not the shallow dask, which TC implemented later. We will want to compare runs 

of shallow Dask with MPI.  
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8.5.1 Task granularity 

 
Figure 34: Continuum imaging at  101 frequencies, Dask and MPI in deep and shallow mode. 

 

MPI-small has same granularity as Dask and MPI-big maintains frequency parallelisation. The figure 

proves that task granularity has a huge impact on performance: comparing the two MPI lines mpi-big 

and mpi-small, we can see that mpi-small does not scale and it is slower. This is because the 

overheads of MPI communication are too big and cannot be hidden (overlapped with computation) 

because the tasks are too small. In the case of Dask, the driving overhead is the graph maintenance, 

which grows too big if task granularity is too small, as shown in Section 9 below.  

There is no reason why Dask should not achieve equivalent performance to MPI; however we need 

to adjust the task granularity. This may be modified by the use of containers: VS found that the 

Docker overhead was fairly small (<5%), but this is still significant given the longer running times with 

Dask. These experiments were conducted before the refactoring of our Dask workflows (creation of 

shallow dask), so we may find that containerisation does not add unacceptable overheads per task, 

where the task is sufficiently large.  

 

So far all the MPI tests were done for rmax=300; when rmax is increased, opening parallelism at 

frequency level, the task granularity becomes too coarse and the data to exchange too big. We could 

only run with larger image sizes with freqwin=41 because bigger sizes throw memory errors inside 

the mpi4py library. The mpi4py library requires internal memory copies which doubles the memory 

demand, which is already big. The next figure shows execution times for all pipelines with 41 

frequency channels. 
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Figure 35: Scaling of all pipelines for 41 frequency channels.  

 

Even for this small number of frequencies it does not scale. 

 

Decreasing task granularity alone does not mitigate the problem, as there is still a huge amount of 

data to exchange and allocate. Note that MPI may struggle with imbalanced workflows [RD08]; this 

is where Dask or similar frameworks may shine. 

 

Careful refactoring of the algorithms is required (reductions and direct memory copies). But also at 

this point the master-worker paradigm will be a limiting factor and we should move towards the 

SPMD approach, which is more challenging to program/maintain in the long run. 

9 Larger scale Dask tests: general issues 

The construction time for the graphs is high and can constitute a limiting factor. In addition the 

actual graphs may be large in size (bytes). The graphs below show (in blue) the times required to 

construct each graph in ical_list_arlexecute_workflow, and the sizes of the graphs. The size becomes 

increasingly bigger as iteration proceeds. These are labelled distributed because the inner functions 

are Dask distributed versions. If we substitute the serial versions of predict, invert, and deconvolve 

inside, we get the red curve - which is a big improvement. However, we don't necessarily want to 

use serial versions inside ical_list_arlexecute_workflow. Dask does allow optimisation of the graph. 

Usually this is done inside the scheduler just before execution. However, we accumulate the graphs 

building on the previous graph so any bloat simply accumulates. Thus it makes sense to optimise as 

the graph is accumulated. At the end of the predict, invert, and deconvolve graph construction 
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functions we insert a call to the Dask optimize function. The results are shown in Figure 36 in grey. 

The improvements are substantial compared to the original (blue) curve. 

 

Figure 36: Time to construct graphs in Dask 

 

Figure 37: Size of Dask Graphs 
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Figure 38: scaling of ICAL in Dask with optimised graphs.  

 

We can see from the larger scale tests for invert and ICAL documented in section 8.1 and 8.2: 

Using context='timeslice', 7 time slices, 1200m and 600m config: 

● Scaling with number of frequency windows is linear 

● Scaling with number of workers is poorer than inverse of number of workers 

● Benefit most if number of workers << number of frequency windows, otherwise some 

workers are left idle. 

Memory management is, as expected, a significant problem for both w-stack and timeslice. The 

Dask/arlexecute implementation of predict and invert used image/visibility scatter/gather to create 

the graphs. This provides a clean structure but also creates memory bloat. The serial versions have 

been refactored using loops and therefore create subsets/subimages only as needed. An 

intermediate step for the arlexecute/dask implementation would be to use broadcasts and 

reductions. This is something we can target during Bridging. 
 

9.1 Load Balancing 

Our imaging can be done using w-stacking and time slicing (with or without w-projection). 

Time-slicing is regular in time and to a good approximation will have the same execution profile per 

slice. This is not true for w stacking. A typical histogram of w values is shown below. For most 

w-slices the number of samples is sufficiently small that the FFT costs dominate. For large number of 

samples per slice, the gridding cost dominates. 
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Figure 39: w-stacking execution time profile 

 

For rmax=2400m (i.e. stations less than 2.4km from the centre), and eight nodes, 128 frequency 

windows, the gridding costs start to dominate and consequently we start to see variance in the 

predict and invert times between different w-planes. This destroys the scaling. The fastest time is 

roughly a factor of eight less than the slowest time. To address this, we could either 

coalesce/decoalesce or we could trim the large w values (see [RD09]). Or, of course, we could revert 

to using distributed versions of predict and invert but we would need to solve the memory 

management problem described above. Timeslicing is not prone to this effect. 

Techniques for dealing with load balancing have been discussed in RD10. 

9.2 Large scale Dask test conclusions 

1. Scaling for invert and ICAL is very complex. As well as noting the basic timing, we need to 

capture the information in the Dask diagnostics pages. We should invest some effort to grab 

the diagnostics information automatically. 

2. Scaling of processing time with the amount of data (number of frequency windows) is 

generally good. 

3. For serial invert and predict, scaling of processing time with the number of workers is 

roughly as expected for saturated cases (n_workers << n_frequency_windows) but poor for  

dilute cases (n_workers ~ n_frequency_windows). 

4. For distributed invert and predict, the current code is prone to memory bloat. Adding 

broadcast and reduction of visibility subsets and sub-images should reduce the effect of this. 
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5. Load balancing is needed for w-stacking. 

6. We have similar issues with MPI, though we are not being very sophisticated there yet, and 

the scaling is better.  

 

9.3 Analysis tools 

We use the Bokeh dashboard from Dask to provide analytics and profiling.  

 

For MPI, we used Extrae and Paraver to analyse performance after execution. It works by collecting 

performance information during execution that periodically dumps to files and after execution one 

file is collected merging all the information from each process. The file can be analysed with Paraver. 

The choice of tools was done because it proved difficult to use the Intel performance analysis tools 

provided on CSD3 with Python. 

 

Dask provides massively superior diagnostics tools for profiling graphs out of the box. This means 

that we can get straight to the point where we are able to diagnose problems, without spending 

hours installing and tuning the tooling.  

10 Scaling to HPSO use cases 

The largest runs we have done so far have 407 freq windows, which is around 20% lower than the 

usual number in HPSOs, which is 500. Note that some use cases go as high as 5500 channels; 

however, the usual number is from 500-2000. (This assumes an averaging step early on in 

processing). 

HPSO image sizes: the rmax values we have used give us tests at 512x512pixels, 1024x1024, 

2048x2048, and 4096x4096 (which latter has been rarely tested). Our largest tests have an image 

size of 2048, which is over an order of magnitude smaller than many HPSO use cases. Smallest 

number for HPSO images is 2219x2219 pixels for MID, 8050x8050 for LOW, and the maximum for all 

use cases is 32863x32863pixels. 

While we’ve significantly scaled up our testing over the last six months, we are still a long way off 

SKA scales. Our tests also require access to a large number of compute nodes. 

11 What have we learnt 

● The robustness of Dask has improved over the approximately two years of ARL/Dask 

development. There was a problem with workers disappearing during processing. This seems 

to have disappeared in the last year. 

● Dask can run into "too many files open". The fix is to increase the Linux limit using e.g. ulimit 

-n 65536 

● We do not have a good solution for distributed access to logs. 

● Running Dask can be difficult on clusters, mainly because of the need to start the scheduler 

and workers. On P3, Darwin and CSD3 we used a slurm script. There are environments that 

potentially handle this in an improved way e.g. see Pangeo. Some systematic evaluation of 

these possible approaches would be worthwhile. What the best approach on a desktop, on 

P3, on CSD3, etc.? 

● Dask Dataframes are limited to 2D tables 
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● Dask arrays have alimited interface for our purposes. All of our primary data classes contain 

significant meta data. However, Dask arrays are beginning to include GPU support and we 

may want to specialise the internals of some functions accordingly. 

● Dask futures - to obtain timings for single elements of a sequence of calculation, we need to 

remove the futures after each test.  

● As is expected, to get to the current scaling for all pipelines, for all frameworks, we have had 

to invest time in profiling the pipeline and improving its efficiency. 

● It pays to keep an eye on the size of the graph and on the time to construct. It is important 

to scatter and gather large amounts of data using the Dask scatter and gather commands. 

This avoids bloat in the graph. With this approach memory handling is more robust.  

● When assembling a set of graphs sequentially, it pays to run Dask.optimize() on each graph 

before adding the next one. The scheduler does an optimisation but optimising during graph 

assembly reduces the overall size of the graph. 

● Use processes rather than threads - hyperthreading does not help  

● Need to keep nodes occupied - give them as much work as possible per amount of data 

movement.  

● Need to develop for parallel environment - otherwise, naive parallelisation introduces 

blocking points.  

● Can track outputs from a graph using delayed and then use the result as another graph. 

● Including data in the graph (e.g. an Image or Visibility) increases the size and time taken to 

execute the graph. All large data should be sent via scatter/gather commands. 

● Task granularity is critical, no matter which framework one is working with. One can get 

considerable improvements in most frameworks by increasing the granularity of tasks; in the 

SDP problem this tends to lead to less data movement.  

● Containerisation adds modest overheads (<5%) 

● We may need to do work with the Dask scheduler to improve understanding of and control 

of data locality.  

● Progress often very dependent on expertise - MPI vs new framework. We’ve been using 

Dask for around 18 months. Our most experienced programmers have been using MPI for 

years. We have probably not got to grips with all that Dask can offer us. However, it does 

seem to be fairly easy to learn, and the diagnostics make it easy to work with.  
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12 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

There remain some major gaps in our work. The vast majority of our tests are with simulated data, 

so real data may give us some level of unpredictability. At this stage, this should not be a major 

problem, as we are comparing two frameworks, rather than the processing components used by 

them both. More seriously, we have not done any testing of Dask for our streaming pipelines. The 

real-time streaming pipelines have high requirements on latency, and Python is not designed as a 

high-performance language, so we would want to identify work early on in Bridging to select a 

strategy for the real-time pipeline prototyping. 

 

Our work thus far shows that we should continue to work on scaling Dask, possibly looking at the 

Dask scheduler, to see if we can tune it to deal with the large data volumes of the SKA. To facilitate 

this, we should look at ways of automatically grabbing the Bokeh diagnostics from Dask, so that we 

can do unattended Dask runs, and still grab all the useful metrics. We can also look at 

containerisation options, now that the SKA has tentatively selected a containerisation solution, and 

is providing tools and documentation to support working with containers.  

 

Experience with Dask has not revealed any show stopping problems at the small scales explored so 

far. Dask itself continues to evolve (having recently gone through the release of version 1.0), to be 

adopted by the community, and we have seen previous problems addressed. Our conclusion is that 

we should continue our scaling work with Dask. 
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